Suggestions for a successful Level I FW

- Ask the student about their learning style
- Ask student to state goals for this level I FW related to the setting
- Share your teaching/learning style
- Share your expectations of the student for this FW experience
- Encourage the student to practice specific skills (as applicable to your setting)
  - Treatment planning
  - Documentation
  - Written observations
  - Communication to clients, families, and/or other disciplines (as applicable to your setting)
  - Explain OT as it applies to your setting
  - Administer part or all of an eval
  - Administer part or all of a treatment

The University of Utah Division of Occupational Therapy gives the students 5 assignments for this level of FW:

- Occupational Profile/Client evaluation
- SOAP note (to practice documentation and also clinical reasoning)
- Project, presentation or documentation
- Activity card (to encourage active FW participation)
- Online reflection questions